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S u m m a r y :  A research aim consists in development 
and research of introformation model of evaluation, that 
is based on understanding of expert’s (or expert system) 
work as a display of his attitude to a project, that is 
fixed as an integral entire mark. For this purpose 
interpretation of introformation model of expert’s 
display for the task of the project evaluation is executed, 
theoretical analysis of introformation model of the 
project evaluation and a computer experiment are 
implemented. Methodological basis are methods of 
graphic and mathematical simulating, base points of 
evaluation theory, non-force interaction theory in fuzzy 
raising. It is shown that in introformation interpretation 
an integral entire mark of the project is the reflection of 
expert’s attitude to the project as “motion” in direction 
“yes” or “no”. Introformation evaluation indicators are: 
integral entire marks of the project - base absolute, 
conditional, final, definiteness and informness of expert, 
increase of definiteness and informness, calculated 
definiteness and informness. In proposed introformation 
model of the project evaluation there are entrance 
indicators: base absolute entire mark of the project and 
conditional entire marks of the project for all indexes on 
all criteria. It is educed that the change of values of 
conditional marks between themselves does not change 
a final mark. The change of absolute mark, on the 
contrary, substantially influences the change of the 
project final mark. Rational amount of indicators needed 
to be taken into account during the project evaluation 
should be not less than 5-6. As a base absolute entire 
mark of the project it is recommended to use a volume 
0,5. 
K e y  w o r d s :  project, integral evaluation, expert, 
introformation indicators.  

INTRODUCTION

In the practical activity related to the 
project/program/portfolio management a task 
of the project evaluation is very actual [20, 22, 
32, 34]. It is confirmed by the following. In 
project management methodology there is an 
approach according to which management 
activity is making decisions activity [18, 25]. 
And every managerial decision, made during 
the project/program/portfolio life cycle, 
requires to applicate procedure of alternatives 
evaluation regardless of aim, scope and other 
context terms of decision-making. Exactly 
these terms determine the various types of 
managerial decisions on different classification 
signs [11, 18]. Thus constantly within the 
strategic managerial activity there is a 
necessity to evaluate the project on the whole 
or project as a portfolio or a program 
component [1, 6, 35]. 

Being the complex multidimensional 
phenomenon [9, 18], a project is a complex 
multidimensional integral object of evaluation. 
It is represented by heterogeneous 
components, including, components of 
intangible nature, between which there are 
nonlinear dependences. Such objects of 
evaluation are traditionally considered as 
formalized badly [2]. On this account it’s 
common to apply expert methods and/or 
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expert systems for the project evaluation. They 
are based on the different approaches to 
creation of decisions generating method, to 
organizing work of experts, to processing of 
expert evaluation results. Therefore the result 
of their application is characterized by the 
different degree of preciseness and reliability. 
Thus the always actual is point of cost of the 
decision got after their help that straight 
depends on algorithms’ complication. And 
complication straight depends on that, as far as 
such algorithms are "distant" from natural 
mechanisms of personality thinking. Therefore 
a task to find the most rational approaches to 
the project evaluation, regardless way of their 
implementation in expert methods or expert 
systems, is still actual today. In addition, it’s 
necessary also to take into account the level of 
development of information technologies that 
are used for evaluation [23].

BACKGROUND 

At conceptual level an evaluation task is 
taken to the receipt of certain integral mark 
that integrally characterizes the degree of the 
project accordance to the set requirements [7, 
14]. When evaluating great number of projects 
it gives an opportunity to get homogeneous 
marks, and on that ground to compare projects 
considering context of particular managerial 
decision that should be made.  

Traditionally the approach to aggregate 
separate marks of many project components in 
an integral final mark is used for this purpose. 
The most widespread "branches" of such 
approach are statistical methods of 
generalization of marks (on the basis of 
calculation average or dispersion) [8, 24] and 
aggregating methods within the structural 
system analysis which use relative weight 
coefficients [19, 33]. The first approach 
provides that marks of separate project 
components are homogeneous and not 
necessarily form the one system, that 
categorically does not answer nature of the 
project as an integral complex object of 
evaluation. The second approach, being 
nonlinear, allows to take into account a 
sinergistical effect from the marks interaction, 

but as a certain hierarchy of elements of the 
system. But this conflicts with consideration of 
the project as a complex multidimensional 
integral object of evaluation. According to the 
conclusions of work [17], consideration of 
project as an integral object of evaluation 
provides, that marks of its separate 
components are organized in a hieratical 
network [16], but not hierarchy. Taking this 
into account, both approaches are is not 
acceptable enough to the project evaluation. 
However, exactly they are implemented as 
basis of many known expert methods and 
expert systems of evaluation that are used in 
managerial activity of different spheres.  

There is an alternative to calculate the 
integral project mark on the basis of 
aggregating marks of of separate components. 
It is a theory of non-force interaction [27, 28]. 
Main points of this theory are based on 
supposition, that “in real nature there are only 
non-force interactions conditioned by 
informative reasons, and their laws are 
common to all matter organization levels 
(therefore can be used for social interaction in 
the project activity). Thus motion (display, 
activity) of any material formations is formed 
by their internal organization (by essence, 
content) - their introformation” [31]. Being 
based on “consideration laws of motion as 
informative processor of Nature”, the theory 
author worked out system of models and 
methods of introformation change of for the 
natural and artificial intellectual systems in the 
processes of non-force interaction. The 
mathematical system of theory, presented in 
the probability raising, gives an opportunity 
integrally to take into account the cross-
influence of heterogeneous factors with 
nonlinear intercommunications without 
aggregating them in an integral indicator.  

From position of base categories and 
positions of this theory, the project evaluation 
is expedient to consider as a display of the 
expert’s attitude to the project formed on the 
basis of perception information about different 
components of project, each of that it is 
possible to evaluate separately. It confirms 
possibility and expediency to applicate 
mathematical system of the non-force 
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interaction theory for a task of the project 
evaluation.

However the task of evaluation the 
project components of intangible nature 
predetermines a necessity to use the system of 
fuzzy sets theory for this purpose. Besides a 
project itself is a unique phenomenon, that 
eliminates possibility of application for its 
evaluation the system of the non-force 
interaction theory in the probability raising. 
The same conclusions were got in work [10] 
during application of non-force interaction 
theory for the tasks of the valued-oriented 
management of the project stakeholders’ 
interaction. Therefore by an author of [10] the 
introformation model in fuzzy raising was 
offered to reflect display of the project 
stakeholders’ attitude to information percepted 
in processes of interaction. In paper [4] this 
model was applied to evaluate projects by the 
criterion of accordance to directions supported 
(financed) by an organization-donor. However 
for practical activity of the 
project/program/portfolio management the 
most actual task today is to develop a model of 
the project evaluation, which is universal and 
invariant to different criteria and indicators (as 
approach of [15]).  

THE GOAL AND TASKS 

Research aim is to work out and 
investigate an evaluation model, that is based 
on understanding of expert’s (or expert 
system’s) work as a display of his attitude to a 
project, that is fixed as an integral mark. As a 
source of forming such attitude is expert’s 
introformation, that’s why a model is 
expedient to name “introformation”. Such 
integral entire mark should be formed on the 
basis of evaluation of compatible cross-
influence of the project separate components 
marks, and here to be universal and invariant 
to the different criteria and indicators for 
different projects.

Coming from it, basic tasks of research 
are following:  

1) interpretation of introformation model 
of the expert’s display for the task of the 
project evaluation,

2) theoretical analysis of introformation 
model of the project evaluation. 

METHODS 

Theoretical basis of work is presented by 
base positions of evaluation theory, theory of 
non-force interaction in fuzzy raising, 
scientific researches in branches of evaluation, 
project/program/portfolio management. 
Methods of theoretical research - analysis and 
synthesis, simulating, including, graphic, 
mathematical, are applied for the first task. 
Computer experiment is conducted for the 
second task.

FINDINGS AND THEIR ANALYSIS  

The mathematical system of the non-
force interaction theory is based on probably 
behavior of the introformation system S that 

with probability p0 realizes an action 0D  in 

ordinary (standard) for the system situation. 

Also probabilities ip  are known, with that the 

system realizes actions iD  at the change of 

terms njBb j ,1,  [28]. By essence 0p  is 

absolute (without any condition) probability of 

action 0D , and ip  is conditional probability of 

action D  at display of condition jb . The 

display of introformation content of the system 
S is its “motion” in direction “yes” or “no” 
[28]. Therefore all conclusions of the theory 
are based on Vip-interpretation of this motion 
(where  is information,  is probability, V is 
speed) [31].

For the situation of the project evaluation 
the introformation system S is represented by 
an expert (or expert system), and his display 
(“motion” in direction “yes” or “no”) is 
represented by an increase/reduction of 
integral entire mark of the project. Let’s 
consider this situation more precisely.  

Let an expert evaluates each project m
from the set of projects M as integral 
universum, phenomenon of entire without the 
account of particular characteristics that 
describe this phenomenon in more details. 
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Such mark will name “base (absolute) entire 
mark of the project” and will present it as:  

)( B
m
B PEE .  (1) 

Due to the further taking into account of 
the project particular characteristics a base 
entire mark is specified finally. Such mark will 
define as a “final entire mark of the project”.  

Let the project’s particular characteristics 
be presented by the set of criteria L. Each 
criterion l  from the set L can be characterized 

by different amount of indicators lJ . And 

determining the amount and range of such 
criteria and indicators is a separate task that is 
not examined in this research. But their 
amount and range always should be necessary 
and sufficient to present essence and the 
project evaluation as integrity.

Let’s designate the project indicators as 

LlJjP l
l
j ,1,,1, . Then entire mark of the 

project as universum taking into account only 
this indicator will designate as:  

)/( PPE l
jB

ml
j .  (2) 

Such mark will define as “conditional 
entire mark of the project”. The amount of 
conditional entire marks of the project n  is 

equal to amount of indicators that represent all 
criteria from the set L:

L

l

J

j
l

l
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.  (3) 

To determine the final entire mark of the 

project
ml

 will use introformation models 

that are described in paper [4], but using 
denotations introduced above. Basing on 
general requirements to the project evaluation 
systems that are driven to work [5] will realize 
following calculation steps.

First step: calculation of definiteness 
ml

j d  according to a formula: 
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where: F
~

is a fuzzy number 0,25.  

The indicator of definiteness ml
j d  in our 

task can be interpreted as an expert’s 
confidence in relation to “force of motion” of a 
base entire mark of m -th project in direction 

of increase/reduction of this mark due to 
taking into account of j -th indicator of l -th 

criterion.  
Second step: calculation of informness 

ml
j i  according to a formula: 

Fdi ml
j

ml
j

~
4

2
.  (5) 

Informness can be interpreted as an idea 
about the expert’s confidence in relation to 
“motion” of base entire mark of m -th project 

in direction of increase/reduction by its value 
due to taking into account the information 
about j -th indicator.  

On next two steps will calculate 
additional indicators - compatible increase of 
definiteness and increase of informness. By 
essence they reflect the phenomenon of “re-
calculating” by an expert of his judgement 
about basic entire mark on the basis of 
information, that he got during independent 
step by step determination of conditional entire 
marks of the project from each separate 

indicator ml
j . The phenomenon of “re-

calculating” is a introformation component of 
mechanism of changing the activity by 
informed element (in our case – by expert) 
after perception of new information about the 
evaluation object (in our case – about the 
project).

The third step: calculation of compatible 

increase of definiteness 
ml d  according to a 

formula: 

ll J

j

ml
j

m
B

J

j

ml
j

m
B

ml iddid
11

. (6) 

The indicator of compatible increase of 
definiteness is interpreted as integral 
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confidence of expert about change of “force of 
motion” of base entire mark of the project in 
direction of its increase/reduction as a result of 
taking into account of all conditional entire 

marks ml
j  on lJ  indicators of l -th criterion.

The forth step: calculation of increase of 

informness 
ml i  as: 

Fdi mlml ~
4)( 2 .             (7) 

Richly in content indicator of informness 
increase gives an idea about the size of change 
of expert’s confidence about how base entire 
mark of the project “motions” in direction of 
increase/reduction of its value as a result of 

taking into account of all lJ  indicators of l -th

criterion.  
The fifth step: calculation of recalculated 

definiteness mld  according to a formula: 

mlm
B

m
B

mlml ididd .            (8) 

By analogy with ml
j d , this indicator 

characterizes “re-calculated” confidence of 
expert about “force of motion” of the base 
entire mark of the m -th project in direction of 

its increase/reduction taking into account all 

conditional entire marks of the project ml
j  on 

all indicators of l -th criterion.
The sixth step: calculation of the re-

calculated informness 
mli  as: 

Fdi mlml ~
4)( 2 .              (9) 

The value of this indicator gives an idea 
about the “re-calculated” confidence of expert 
about “motion” of base entire mark of the 
project in direction of increase/reduction 
taking into account all conditional entire marks 

of the project ml
j  on all indictors of l -th 

criterion.  
The seventh step: calculation of final 

entire mark of the project taking into account 
all conditional entire marks of the project of  
l -th criterion according to a formula: 

ml

ml
ml

i

d
E

2
5,0 .               (10) 

As one can see, in proposed 
introformation model of the project evaluation 
there are entrance indicators - the base 
absolute entire mark of the project and 
conditional entire marks of the project for all n
indexes from the set of L criteria. In the non-
force interaction theory in fuzzy raising these 
marks are fuzzy numbers in a range 0 - 1. 
That’s why, coming from essence of 
introformation model, it is necessary to 
determine the rational range of base absolute 
entire mark and conditional entire marks, and 
also rational amount of the project indicators, 
that should be taken into account during 
evaluation.

For today within the non-force 
interaction theory there are no researches 
related to the exposure laws of changing the 
introformation indicators, and also related to 
influence of different amount of conditions on 
the change of display of the system S in a 
possible range 0-1 [3, 13, 26, 29, 30]. It 
stipulated the necessity to realize computer 
experiment.  

A variant was examined in an 
experiment, when the base entire mark of the 
project and two conditional marks are known. 
A choice exactly of three components is 
predefined by possibility to present the results 
of experiment graphically enough evidently. 
Each of components in experiment was 
examined on five levels. In terms of theory of 
experiment [12] changes took on rationed 
values -2,-1,0,+1,+2. That is why 125 
calculations were done for all possible 
combinations of three marks (53).  

These components were examined as 

fuzzy triangle numbers xxp pi /~ , for 

which the core was xpcore ii )~( , 

9,0;7,0;5,0;3,0;1,0xi , and infinite was 

calculated as: 05,0)~sup(;05,0)~inf( pxp iii .

The absolute entire mark of the project in 
experiment was designated as 1, and 
conditional marks - as 2 and 3. Fuzzy 

number F
~

 was also set by fuzzy triangle 
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number as: 25,0)
~

(Fcore , ,,)F
~

inf( 2450

2550,)F
~

sup( .

For making calculations the computer 
program which implements introphisical 
methods of non-force interaction theory [27, 
28] in probability and fuzzy raising is worked 
out. The program is written with the object-
oriented Java language. For fuzzy calculations 
alpha-level principle of membership functions 
generalization of fuzzy number was used as 
totality of clear numbers set of alpha-levels for 
the select finite set of values of membership - 
alpha. In experiment three levels were 
selected: 0, 0,5, 1. The program envisages 
translation of calculations in the environment 
of Excel. It gives opportunity to conduct 
additional calculations, build necessary 
graphic, diagrams if necessary. 

Testing of the program was conducted on 
examples that is driven in [28]. Before to 
begin experiment a few variants were 
calculated for different values of absolute and 
conditional marks of the project (Table 1).  

Table 1. Results of test experiment

1 2 3
Re-calculated
definiteness 

Re-calculated
informness  

Final mark

1 0,3 0,5 0,7 0,769 1,262 0,805 

2 0,3 0,7 0,5 0,769 1,262 0,805 

3 0,5 0,3 0,7 -0,001 1 0,500 

4 0,5 0,7 0,3 -0,001 1 0,500 

5 0,5 0,2 0,7 -0,31 1,047 0,353 

6 0,5 0,2 0,8 0,008 1,001 0,504 

7 0,5 0,3 0,8 0,318 1,05 0,652 

8 0,7 0,3 0,5 -0,769 1,262 0,196 

9 0,7 0,5 0,3 -0,769 1,262 0,196 

10 0,5 0,1 0,9 0,019 1,001 0,51 

As evidently from the table 1, the change 
of values of conditional marks between 
themselves does not change a final mark, 
recalculated definiteness and informness (lines 
1-6). And the change of base absolute mark 
substantially influences a final mark. It is 
confirmed by symmetry of introformation 
indicators’ values in relation to a diagonal 
plane that passes through a vertical axis and 
diagonal 0 - 1 of horizontal plane 2- 3

(Fig. 1).

b

c

Fig. 1. Graphic presentation of test experiment results 
final mark, b recalculated informness, c recalculated 
definiteness 

Therefore in further results of 
calculations were presented as charts on a 
plane. It gives an opportunity evidently to see 
laws of changes between indicators. Thus it 
will be enough to consider one variant of 
fixing of conditional mark, for example 2 at 
the change of conditional mark 3.
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Results of test experiment allow to pass 
to more detailed research of task to determine 
the rational amount of indicators of the project, 
that should be taken into account during 
evaluation. For this purpose by means of the 
program will conduct the calculation of change 
of final entire mark of the project depending 
on amount and values of conditional entire 
marks of the project.  

For the absolute entire mark of the 

project will take value 7,0BE . Thus will 

examine variants, when conditional marks 
have an identical value, and their amount 
changes only. On Fig. 2 we brought results of 
such calculations.

Fig. 2. A chart of change of the project final mark 
depending on amount and values of conditional marks

As one can see, at the change of 
conditional marks of the project from 0,5 to 
0,9 range a final entire mark is situated in that 
intensively broadens at the amount of 
indicators of the project from 1 to 4. It is 
confirmed by the calculation of increase of 
change distance (Table 2). Introduction of 
additional 5th index extends a change distance 
on 5,2%, and 6th and 7th - on 3% and 2% 
accordingly. At reduction of low bound of 
conditional marks from 0,5 to 0,1 5%-th 
increase of distance expansion comes already 
at the amount of indicators - 3.  

Table 2. Increase of change distance of the project final 
mark  

7,0BE

9,05,0i
jE

Amount of the project indicators 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Increase of
change 
distance, % 

100 36,9 17,5 9,1 5,2 3,0 2,0 

Calculations showed that change of basic 

absolute mark of the project value to 0,5 does 

not influence the character of expansion of the 

final mark location zone. It grounds to assert 

that a rational amount of indicators, needed to 

be taken into account during the project 

evaluation, should be not less than 5-6. 

Reduction of this amount will result in 

reduction of range, where values of final mark 

of the project will be situated. And this in turn 

will lead to reduction of difference between 

project marks that only complicates their 

comparison during further selection (for 

example, to the project portfolio).  

For finding the rational value of range of 

absolute mark of the project will calculate 

change of final entire mark of the project 

depending on values of base entire mark and 

conditional entire marks of the project. For 

comfort of graphic presentation of calculation 

results let execute it for two indicators of the 

project. Thus will consider a range of change 

both base and conditional marks of the project 

from 0,1 to 0,9. On Fig. 3 results of such 

calculations are presented.  

As one can see, at the maximum values 

of base absolute entire marks of the project 

1,0BE  and 9,0BE  all values of final 

entire mark are located or higher ( 9,0BE ,

Fig. 3 ), or below ( 1,0BE , Fig. 3c) to the 

diagonal that passes through points 0,1;0,1 and 

0,9;0,9. Such character of dependence change 

on absolute values of conditional entire marks 

of the project does not allow on all range of 

their change to get the identical sensitiveness 

of calculation of final entire mark. 

Dependence changes of final entire mark of 

the project respond to such request, if the 

value of base absolute entire mark equals 0,5 

(Fig. 3b). Exactly this is a base to recommend 

as a base absolute entire mark of the project to 

use a value 5,0BE .
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0,9

b

c

Fig. 3. Chart of change of the project final mark 
depending on value of absolute and conditional marks 
 for base mark 0,1, b for base mark 0,5, c for base mark 0,9 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Introformation interpretation of 
evaluation allows to consider it as a display of 
the expert’s attitude to a project. This display 
is fixed as increase/reduction of integral entire 
mark of the project (“motion” in direction 
“yes” or “no”).  

2. Introformation evaluation indicators 
are: base absolute entire mark of the project 

m
BE , conditional entire marks of the project 

ml
j , final entire mark of the project ml ,

definiteness of expert ml
j d , informness of 

expert ml
j i , compatible increase of definiteness 

ml d , increase of informness ml i , re-

calculated definiteness mld , re-calculated 

informness mli . In generated introformation 

model of the project evaluation entrance 
indicators are the base absolute entire mark 
and conditional entire marks of project for all 
n indexes from the set L of criteria. 

3. The change of conditional marks 
values between themselves does not change a 
final mark, recalculated definiteness and 
informness. And the change of base absolute 
mark substantially influences the change of 
final mark of project. 

4. Rational amount of indicators needed 
to be taken into account during the project 
evaluation should be not less than 5-6. 

5. As a base absolute entire mark of the 
project it is recommended to use a volume 

5,0BE .
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